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RADIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE
REACTOR COVER GAS PROCESSING

SYSTEM AT THE FFTF

ABSTRACT
Radiological and environmental protection experience associated with the
reactor cover gas processing system at the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)
has been excellent. Personnel radiation exposures received from operating
and maintaining the reactor cover gas processing system have been very low*
the system has remained free of radioactive particuiate contamination
through the first seven operating cycles (cesium contamination was detected
at the end of Cycle 8A)» and releases of radioactivity to the environment
have been very low* well below environmental standards. This report
discusses these three aspects of fast reactor cover gas purification over
the first eight operating cycles of the FFTF (a duration of a little more
than four years, from April 1982 through July 1986).

INTRODUCTION

The Fast Flux Test Fac i l i t y (FFTF) is a sodium-cooled fast neutron spectrum

reactor. This United States-DOE f a c i l i t y was designed speci f ica l ly for

Irradiat ion test ing of fuels* materials* and components for advanced

nuclear power plants/fast breeder reactors. I t s mission has been expanded

to include an Inherent Safety Test program and irradiat ions of fusion and

space reactor materials. The reactor operates at a power of up to 400

megawatts thermal using mixed uranium and plutonium oxide fue l .

The FFTF is located on the Hanford s i te in southeastern Washington State,

seven miles (11 km) north of the City of Richland.

The FFTF achieved i n i t i a l c r i t i c a l i t y on February 9* 1980, demonstrated

f u l l power operation on December 21 , 1980, and started Cycle 1 operation on

Apr i l 16, 1982. The reactor has continued regular power operations since

that date. Cycle 8 ended on July 19, 1986. At the end of Cycle 8 the

reactor had operated for 888 effect ive f u l l power days, and some fuel had

reached a burn-up level of 152,000 megawatt days per metric ton of metal.
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Also* some fuel pin cladding breaches have occurred releasing f iss ion gases

Into the reactor cover gas.

The reactor cover gas processing system at the FFTF 1s called the radio-

active argon processing system (RAPS). A system similar to RAPS whose

purpose 1s to process potent ial ly contaminated Inert gases and a i r from

various ce l ls 1n the plant 1s called the ce l l atmosphere processing system

(CAPS). Both RAPS and CAPS process waste gas streams by holdup, which

permits radioactive decay of a l l radionuclides except krypton-85, which has

a h a l f - l i f e of 10.7 years. Holdup 1s accomplished by a series of tanks and

liquid-nitrogen-cooled charcoal beds. The system was designed for one

percent fa i led fue l . The attached f igure 1s a simpli f ied flow diagram of

RAPS and CAPS.

The RAPS header receives a nominal 5 to 6 scfm (0.16 ir^/min) argon flow

from the reactor cover gas. The normal flow 1s through a vacuum tank, one

of two paral lel compressors, a large surge and delay tank, past two cold-

box In let radiation monitors, through the cold-box, past a cold-box out let

radiation monitor, and then into the out let of CAPS. The compressors

provide the motive force for RAPS by pumping argon from the vacuum tank

into the surge and delay tank. The surge and delay tank provides about 24

hours holdup to permit decay of the short-Hved radionuclides. The purpose

of the radiation monitor on the in le t to the cold-box is to l i m i t , via flow

control valves, the radioact iv i ty and hence heat Input to the cold-box.

The cold-box consists of four l iqu id nitrogen cooled charcoal beds. The

charcoal beds are maintained at a nominal -135°C and hold krypton for about

a week and xenon for several months. The purpose of the radiation monitor

at the out let of RAPS is to divert the RAPS exhaust to CAPS for additional

processing should the radioact iv i ty concentration exceed established

l im i t s . I f for any reason RAPS were to f a i l , the RAPS in le t flow can be

diverted to CAPS for processing.

The CAPS header receives a nominal flow of about 40 scfrn (1.1 nr/min) which

consists of a mixture of a i r , nitrogen and argon from various plant

locations. Because there 1s normally very l i t t l e or Insigni f icant radio-
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activity in the CAPS header, the normal flow 1s not through CAPS. The

normal flow 1s through a blower, past a radiation monitor. Into the reactor

containment exhaust, past an additional environmental radiation monitor

and, finally to the environment. If radioactivity above established limits

1s detected in the blower exhaust, flow 1s diverted through CAPS. CAPS

flow is through a vacuum tank, one of two parallel compressors, surge and

delay tank, past a cold-box inlet radiation monitor, through a cold-box,

past isolation radiation monitors, Into the containment exhaust and

finally, past an environmental radiation monitor and to the environment.

The CAPS cold-box contains two charcoal beds that are maintained at a

slightly higher temperature (-100°C) than are the RAPS beds. Holdup times

in CAPS are not as long as for RAPS but still are long enough to permit

decay of argon-41. Calculations Indicate that CAPS has the capability to

provide redundancy to RAPS with failed fuel.

PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURE

Personnel receive very little radiation dose1 from day-to-day occupancy of
the plant. The FFTF radiation shielding, Including the shielding for RAPS,
was designed to achieve dose rates of less than 0.2 mrem/h (0.002 mSv/h) in
routinely occupied areas. This goal was surpassed. With the reactor at
full power, dose rates in all accessible areas of the FFTF are at back-
ground levels. Only a few local areas (none are associated with RAPS and
none 1n routinely occupied spaces) have dose rates of 10 mrem/h (0.1m Sv/h)
or less.

Personnel radiation.doses received from maintaining the RAPS have also been
very low. Personnel entry Into cells that contain RAPS components is
prohibited during reactor operation and for 24 hours after reactor shutdown
to permit decay of argon-41 (which has a 1.8 hour half-Hfe). Exceptions
to the 24 hour waiting period are made only 1f all sources of reactor cover
gas are Isolated from the cell being entered, or a special safety evalua-
tion has been completed and approved. Radiation surveys conducted during

*The correct term for rem or mrem 1s dose equivalent. However, for
clarity, dose is used in this paper.
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these special cell entries show that dose rates on RAPS components from
4*Ar during reactor operation with no failed fuel are very low — about 1

mrem/h.

The equilibrium concentration of ^ A r in the reactor cover gas with the

reactor at full power is only about 0.4 m1crocur1e/cc (14.8 kBq/cc). Dose

rates on RAPS components after a 24 hour waiting period and with no failed

fuel are at background levels. Dose rates on RAPS components following a

breached fuel pin(s) would be higher due to the addition of radioactive

krypton and xenon to the reactor cover gas. Conservative calculations

indicate that the release of 100% of the radioactive krypton and xenon from

one fuel pin would cause a dose rate of about 1 rem/h (10 mSv/h) one foot

from a one-inch diameter RAPS pipe. A more realistic calculation that

takes credit for decay of short lived radionuclides in the fuel (that,

thus, never enter the cover gas) indicate much lower dose rates - 0-100

mrem/h.

Personnel radiation exposure received as a result of operating and main-

taining RAPS should increase slightly as a result of cesium contamination

but still continue to be low. During initial entry into the RAPS compres-

sor cells, following the Cycle 8A operating period, a dose rate of 320

mrem/h (3.2 mSv/h) was measured en a filter assembly upstream of the R-9

compressor; 80 mrem/h (0.8 mSv/h) was also measured on a filter assembly

upstream of the R-10 compressor. Spectra measurements Identified the

radionuclides as "'Cs and *^Cs. General area dose rates in the compres-

sor cells.were 1 to 10 mrem/h (0.01 to 0.1 mSv/h). In order to reduce

cesium levels in the primary sodium, a cesium trap is being installed.

This will also slow the buildup of cesium contamination in RAPS, and thus

limit personnel doses. Local shielding will also be used, where practica-

ble, to limit personnel exposure.

RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

Sodium vapor traps installed between the reactor cover gas space and RAPS

have successfully prevented radioactive sodium from reaching RAPS.

However, the traps have permitted cesium to escape because of its higher
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vapor pressure. Thus, radioactive cesium has reached the filter assemblies

located just upstream of the RAPS compressors. The extent of the cesium

contamination 1n RAPS other than these filters 1s not known. Dose rate

measurements Indicate that most of the cesium 1s stopped by the filter

assemblies. How much cesium passes through the filters to contaminate

downstream components 1s not known. RAPS (at least those portions ac-

cessed), was free of radioactive particulate contamination until sometime

during Cycle 8A, when the cesium first appeared.

The RAPS cold-box has also been contaminated with tritium. Conservative

calculations, based on measured tritium concentrations In the reactor cover

gas and the flow rate of cover gas through RAPS, show that up to 7 curies

of tritium could be present in the RAPS cold box. Tritium in the RAPS

cold-box thus far has not created any environmental or radiological

concerns. However radiological problems might occur during future main-

tenance and eventual decommissioning. The plant final effluent measure-

ments, that Includes the RAPS exhaust, showed that tritium was below

minimum detectable levels (about 2 x 10"' microcuries/cc). This compares

favorably with the offsite concentration guide of 2 x 10 microcuries/cc.

No skin contaminations or Internal depositions have occurred from operating

or maintaining RAPS. However, the cesium contamination Increases the risk

of these events.

RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVITY

Radioactive noble gas releases (there has been no particulate releases) to

the environment from operating and maintaining the FFTF have been very low.

The RAPS has made an important contribution to this success. A total of

about 37 curies (1.4 TBq) of airborne radioactive noble gases have been

released through 1985. This would have resulted 1n less than 0.01 mrem

(0.0001 mSv) to the maximally exposed off-site Individual, who hypothe-

tical^ is assumed to stay continuously at the nearest site boundary. This

dose is trivial compared to the average dose (100 mrem/year) from natural

sources of radiation.
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A summary of FFTF releases to the environment via RAPS 1s shown in Table 1 .

The f i r s t release occurred 1n May 1982 during Cycle 1. A to ta l of about

1.5 curies (55 GBq) of noble gas, pr incipal ly xenon-133, was released.

Leakage 1n some RAPS instrument tubing connections caused the release. The

leaks were repaired during the next outage. The second release occurred 1n

October 1983 and was the result of a planned tes t . The tes t demonstrated

the capabi l i ty of CAPS to provide redundancy to RAPS. About 1.5 curies (55

GBq) of argon-41 were released during the t es t . About 10 curies (370 GBq)

of noble gases, pr incipal ly krypton-85 and xenon-133, were released during

November 1984. About 10 curies (370 GBq) of krypton-85 and xenon-131 from

various sources, were released during December 1984. During 1985 about 13

curies of radioactive noble gas, pr incipal ly krypton-85, were released.

The 1984, 1985, and 1986 releases were the result of experimental fuel pin

cladding breaches.

Releases from the FFTF are about two orders of magnitude below PWRs and

three orders of magnitude below BWRs. For example, in 1981 ( latest

available) BWRs released an average of about 50,000 curies (1.8 PBq) of

radioactive gases; and PWRs released about 4,000 curies (148 TBqMl).
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL RELEASES

Date

May 1982 - Cycle 1

Oct. 1983 - Cycle 3

Nov. 1984 - Cycle 5

Dec. 1984 - Outage
fol lowing Cycle 5

Apr i l & May, 1985,
Cycle 6

June 1985 - Cycle 6

July 1985 - Cycle 6

Dec. 1985 - Cycle 7

Curies*
Released

.5

1.5

10

10

8

1.2

1.2

2.7

Pr inc ipa l
Rad1onucl1de

Xe-133

Ar-41

Kr-85 and
Xe-133

Kr-85 and
Xe-131m

Kr-85

Kr-85

Kr-85

Kr-85

* 1 cur ie = 3.7 x 1010 Bq

KNOWLEDGE GAINED

The fo l lowing Information has been gained from operating and maintaining

RAPS:

Xenon decays 1n-trans1t and hence does not pass through the cold

boxes. Xenon 1n the f i n a l e f f l uen t Indicates a leak upstream of the

cold box.

Krypton takes about a week (7 t o 10 days) t o t rave l from the reactor

cover gas t o the environment. Krypton-85, wi th a h a l f - H f e of 10.5

years, 1s the primary radioisotope released.

The e f fec t i ve holdup time fo r argon 1s about 16 hours. Most of the

argon 1s probably held up fo r about 24 hours (mainly 1n the surge and

delay tank ) , whi le a small f rac t ion t rave ls more rapid ly because small
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holes in the baf f le plates of the surge and delay tank provide a by-

pass. A small quantity of argon-41, about 2 microcuries per second or

0.17 curies per effective-full-power-day (EFPD), 1s released to the

environment. The dose to the maximally exposed o f fs i te Individual 1s

less than 0.01 mrem from a l l argon-41 releases (about 150 curies)

through Cycle 8. Argon-41 releases are estimated from RAPS process

radiation monitors since the release rate 1s below the minimum

detectable level of the eff luent monitors.

SUMMARY

Radiological and environmental experience with RAPS has been excellent.
Personnel radiation exposures have been essentially nil from operation and
maintenance of the system. Radiation levels in routinely occupied areas
adjacent to RAPS are at natural background levels; as are levels 1n cells
containing RAPS components* after reactor shutdown. Cesium contamination
1n some RAPS components will result in Increased radiation levels and
personnel exposures during future maintenance work. Installation of a
cesium trap will limit further cesium contamination.

Largely due to the successful operation of RAPS* releases of radioactive
materials to the environment have been very low. Releases have been two to
three orders of magnitude below releases at commercial LWRs. The resultant
dose to the maximally exposed off-site individual (using a conservative
calculation) is less than 0.01 mrem (for all releases through Cycle 8).
This dose 1s Insignificant compared to the average dose (100 mrem/yr) a
person receives from natural sources of radiation.
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